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Learning Objectives 
• Learn how to decide the correct mesh size for your model 

• Learn how to ensure the quality of your elements give you the results you desire 

• Learn how to use available tools for creating the best mesh  

 

Description 
When performing finite element analysis, the quality of your mesh dictates the accuracy of your results. 
With the advances in automatic meshing technology, this quality is often overlooked. This class will 
focus on key topics such as selecting the correct mesh size, using mesh refinement, and interrogating 
the element quality to make sure you can be confident in your results.  

 

Your AU Experts 

Mitch is a simulation enthusiast with over 15 years in the CAE industry.  Before joining Autodesk as a 
Product Manager, he was Executive Vice President of NEi Software (NEi Nastran) where he managed 
day-to-day operations of the sales, marketing, and technical teams.  Mitch holds a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from the University of California, Irvine. 

Mitch can be reached at mitch.muncy@autodesk.com
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Introduction 
In Finite Element Analysis, the goal is to represent your real world model as mathematically accurate as 
possible given your time constraints and the limitations of your simulation tools.  Meshing capabilities 
differ greatly from product to product, but the need to generate nodes and elements remains.  There 
are a few best practices that involve meshing, which can be implemented regardless of the product 
being used.  

 

Deciding the Correct Mesh Size 
Determining the correct mesh size comes down to a few things including how you decide to idealize 
your model and the type of results you are looking for.  It balances the ability to accurately model the 
geometry, ensure high quality elements, and solve the analysis very quickly.  Fewer elements are 
required to get accurate deflections.  More elements are required for accurate stresses. 

 

While meshing capabilities vary between products (a few examples below), they should each be able to 
give you the mesh quality you desire. 
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On the left we have the mesh settings from Inventor Stress and on the right are the mesh settings for In-
CAD.  What we can see here is how we strike a balance between ease of use and more controls.  Setting 
the average element size as a ratio of the model allows us to quickly scale the mesh sizing.  Further 
adjustments are essentially automatic.  Setting the mesh size as an absolute value is much easier to 
understand if the dimensions of the model are known and you have some experience with how element 
sizing would control the total number of nodes and elements for you model. 

 

Idealization 
Probably the most important concept of finite element analysis is idealization.  It is the process of 
deciding how to take your CAD model and translate it to the ideal mathematical model.  We make 
decisions about idealization during many points in the analysis.  If we decide we want to use shell 
elements, we’ll need the surface geometry available to support it. 

 

Physical properties determine our mesh types, so it is another location where we are choosing our 
strategy for idealization.  Our physical properties will allow us to specify features of our model which 
aren’t included in the geometry.  Some examples of this are shell thickness or beam cross sections are 
highlighted below.  For our example, we will compare solids, shells and beams. 
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Selecting the right element types for your mesh is the key to efficient finite element analysis modeling.  
Choosing between solids, shells and beams is a balance between pre-processing and the effect that it 
has on the results. 
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The following images compare the differences between meshing a thin-walled, tubular structure with 
solid elements with midsurface shells. 
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As you can see, even though there are significantly more solid elements, roughly 10 times more, and 
more nodes, roughly 150 times more, the mesh is still not capable of accurately capturing the geometry.  
A significant reduction in mesh is required for the best results. 

  

Coarse vs. Fine 
One of the most common questions from those new to FEA is “How do I know I have the correct mesh 
size?”  And like most seemingly simple questions, it has the most complicated answer “It depends.”  It 
depends on the type of results you are looking for, the speed at which you need those results, the shape 
of your geometry, and the type of elements you use.  Generally speaking, a fine mesh may use more 
elements than you need, but it will often get you the results you desire. 

 

Local Mesh Control 
To account for features in the geometry, such as holes and fillets, local mesh control can be used.  This 
way we can ensure smaller elements where it counts and larger elements where they are not needed. 

 

Element Quality 
FEA solvers assume that elements are all the perfect shape.  In the instance of a shell model, all the sides 
are equilateral, there is no warping (any nodes out of the plane of the element), and all the angles are 
90 degrees.  Any deviation from this perfections impacts the results.  Most solvers will have warnings for 
poorly shaped elements and many pre-processors will plot the various measures for element distortion. 

 

A Few Examples of Element Quality 
Interior Angle 

 
 

Internal Angles evaluates whether the included angles at the corners of an element face deviate from an 
optimal condition. For quadrilateral faces, the deviation is based on a 90 degree angle. For triangular 
faces, the deviation is based on a 60 degree angle. 
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Skew Intersection Angle 

 
 

Skew angle measures how skewed an element face is by drawing lines between midpoints of elements 
edges, finding the smallest angle between the intersecting lines and subtracting that from 90 degrees 

 

Taper Ratio 

 

 
 

Taper ratio divides a single quad element into two triangles and compares the areas of the two resulting 
triangles to the area of the original quad. 
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Warping Angle 

 
Warping angle measures how planar an element is.  This angle is measured as the maximum deviation 
from the normal plane by an elemental corner.  For excessive warping where results are severely 
impacted, a single quad element may be converted into two triangles. 

 

Additional Nastran Measures 

Jacobian - a measure of how much much an element deviates from an ideally shaped one, the value is 
found by taking the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. 

Aspect Ratio - a ratio between element edges 

In addition to the measures outlined above, Nastran and other tools will perform a variety of element 
specific quality checks to ensure they adhere to preferred standards. 

 

Equivalent Model 
Parameter 

Description Default 
Value 

HEXARTOL Hex element aspect ratio. 100.0 
HEXFACEMAXIATOL Hex element face maximum interior angle (degrees). 165.0 
HEXFACEMINIATOL Hex element face minimum interior angle (degrees). 25.0 
HEXFACESKEWTOL Hex element face skew angle (degrees). 65.0 
HEXFACETAPERTOL Hex element face taper ratio. 0.75 
HEXFACEWARPTOL Hex element face warping angle (degrees). 45.0 
HEXMAXEPADTOL Hex element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
HEXMINEPLRTOL Hex element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
PENTFACEMAXIATOL Pent element face maximum interior angle (degrees). 165.0 
PENTFACEMINIATOL Pent element face minimum interior angle (degrees). 25.0 
PENTFACESKEWTOL Pent element face skew angle (degrees). 65.0 
PENTFACETAPERTOL Pent element face taper ratio. 0.75 
PENTFACEWARPTOL Pent element face warping angle (degrees). 45.0 
PENTMAXEPADTOL Pent element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
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Equivalent Model 
Parameter 

Description Default 
Value 

PENTMINEPLRTOL Pent element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
PYRFACEMAXIATOL Pyr element face maximum interior angle (degrees). 165.0 
PYRFACEMINIATOL Pyr element face minimum interior angle (degrees). 25.0 
PYRFACESKEWTOL Pyr element face skew angle (degrees). 65.0 
PYRFACETAPERTOL Pyr element face taper ratio. 0.75 
PYRFACEWARPTOL Pyr element face warping angle (degrees). 45.0 
PYRFACEMAXIATOL Pyr element face maximum interior angle (degrees). 165.0 
PYRMAXEPADTOL Pyr element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
PYRMINEPLRTOL Pyr element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
QUADARTOL Quad element aspect ratio. 100.0 
QUADMAXEPADTOL Quad element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
QUADMAXIATOL Quad element maximum interior angle (degrees). 165.0 
QUADMINEPLRTOL Quad element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
QUADMINIATOL Quad element minimum interior angle (degrees). 25.0 
QUADSKEWTOL Quad element skew angle (degrees). 65.0 
QUADTAPERTOL Quad element taper ratio. 0.75 
QUADWARPTOL Quad element warping angle (degrees). 45.0 
TETARTOL Tet element aspect ratio. 100.0 
TETFACEMAXIATOL Tet element face maximum interior angle (degrees). 170.0 
TETFACEMINIATOL Tet element face minimum interior angle (degrees). 5.0 
TETFACESKEWTOL Tet element face skew angle (degrees). 80.0 
TETMAXEPADTOL Tet element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
TETMINEPLRTOL Tet element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
TRIARTOL Tri element aspect ratio. 100.0 
TRIMAXEPADTOL Tri element maximum edge-point angular deviation (degrees). 30.0 
TRIMAXIATOL Tri element maximum interior angle (degrees). 170.0 
TRIMINEPLRTOL Tri element minimum edge-point length ratio. 0.5 
TRIMINIATOL Tri element minimum interior angle (degrees). 10.0 
TRISKEWTOL Tri element skew angle (degrees). 65.0 

 

Impact on Results 
To understand more about how poorly shaped elements impact results, let’s consider the following test 
case: 
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We will compare a quad element representation to a skewed quad element representation. 

 

   
 

The theoretical solution for the end deflection is 0.005 in.  The theoretical solution for stress is 3000 psi.  
For the simple quad element representation, the deflection is 0.00504 in and the stress is 2713 psi.  For 
the skewed quad element representation, the deflection is 0.00429 in and the stress is 2194 psi.  For 
comparable element size, the deflections are still relatively close, but stresses can be inaccurate.     

 

Meshing Tools 
 

Stress Error Measure 
A feature in Autodesk Nastran is a value which quantifies the stress error associated with solid and shell 
elements.  This quantity tries to address the issue associated with mesh density.  When using shell and 
solid elements, for stress contours, it is difficult to know when you have used enough elements to 
capture the stress adequately.  Since it is an output quantity it will show, as a contour, areas where the 
mesh should be refined for better accuracy. 
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Automatic Mesh Convergence 
Another great tool for making sure you have the best mesh size is by using automatic mesh 
convergence.  This will make multiple passes at meshing and solving so you can track the trend of your 
results and ensure the results are converging toward the correct value. 
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One thing to watch out for with mesh convergence is stress discontinuity.  This includes holes and sharp 
changes in area.  Refining the mesh in these areas will not cause the stresses and displacements to 
converge. 

 

An Example 
 

To compare the effect of various idealizations and mesh settings, we’ll use the following example.  It is a 
simple square tube that has been represented as solid, shell, and beam.  We will look at displacements 
and stresses for different element settings as well as coarse vs. fine meshes. 
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Comparing the displacements we can see that all elements give a relatively accurate answer.  This shows 
that if you are only looking for displacements, coarse meshes can be used and element selection is not 
very important.  The only exception is the triangular shell elements. These elements are stiff by nature 
and a very fine mesh must be used to get an accurate displacement result. 

 

 
 

In contrast to displacements, stresses are impacted greatly by the type of elements and the size of the 
mesh used. 
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In comparing the analysis times, you can see that for a for a finely meshed model, beams run 22x faster 
than shells and solids are about 17x slower than shells.  This might not make a huge difference if the 
simple linear static analysis completes in a few seconds, but for large models, or models which are 
solved using nonlinear or dynamics, this can impact the time spent in analysis greatly.  Also, for larger 
models, the amount of data that must be sorted through grows with the number of nodes and 
elements. 

 

What Happens When Meshing Fails? 
Meshing most often will fail on flawed solid geometry.  It is becoming less of an issue, but we will 
explore a few reasons why it happens. 

 

Overview of Solid Meshing Process 
When solid meshes are generated, they are typically meshed with surface meshes first on the outer 
surfaces, then solid elements are grown internally.  Since most of the time, the peak stresses are on the 
outside surfaces, this allows for greatest control where it counts.  Some meshers will allow for growing 
the internal elements so that they are larger than the external ones.  Most often, when meshes fail, it is 
because something went wrong between generating the surface mesh and growing the elements 
internally. 

 

Issues with Geometry 
With the maturity of 3D CAD over the last 10 years, the translation from CAD to mesh has far fewer 
issues than it has in years past.  Issues today are typically a result of complicated features, or poor 
design.  Imagine geometric surfaces which are smaller than the ideal mesh size in one aspect or another.  
To properly account for this geometry, the mesh size must be reduced.  Sometimes, reducing this mesh 
size results in meshing errors.  Alternatively, the small feature can be suppressed (ignored). 

A common approach to avoiding these types of issues is geometry defeaturing.  The goal of simplifying 
your model is to remove features which will have negative effects on the solution time or mesh.  The 
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trick is trying to identify which features can be safely removed without changing the quality of the 
results.  Typical examples are fillets and small holes. We want to accurately capture the mass and 
stiffness of the structure while keeping mesh count at a minimum.  It will also help improve the quality 
of the mesh. 

 

Issues with Surface Mesh 
If the surface mesh was successful for solid meshing, it will have one continuous outer surface mesh.  If 
holes, discontinuous mesh, or overlapping or poorly shaped elements exist, they will generally fail.  
Holes are usually a result of bad CAD geometry.  Discontinuous mesh can occur when there are multiple 
intersecting surfaces, but the nodes and elements do not line up.  Properly adjusting mesh controls on 
these sections is essential.  If the underlying geometric features are flawed as discussed previously, it is 
possible that the mesh is reduced to the point where elements are collapsed (nodes located on top of 
themselves). 

 

Conclusion 
While the first exposure to meshing can seem a bit daunting at first, with a handful of tips, we can 
establish a fundamental set of best practices and grow our confidence from there. 
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